MEMORANDUM FOR: Donald K. Steinberg (STEINBERG)
FROM: Eric P. Schwartz (SCHWARTZ)
SUBJECT: MONIQUE

I agree and Mort has asked (or is asking Sandy) to suggest it. (Mort, let me know what you want me to do on this -- we'll need to do a scheduling proposal).

At the same time, let me raise again the issue I raised in yesterday's E mail -- Human Rights Watch’s concern that withdrawal of UNAMIR now will lead to the slaughter of many thousands of Rwandans. If we don't look at that question urgently, the visit with Monique could turn into more of an embarrassment than an opportunity.

Eric

CC: Records (RECORDS)
CC: Records (RECORDS)
CC: Susan E. Rice (RICE)
CC: Morton H. Halperin (HALPERIN)

Eric
SUBJECT: Rwanda: Meeting with Monique

Eric/Mort:

I think it's vitally important that the President at least drop by a meeting with Monique. We need to do everything we can to keep the tragedy in the public eye, and this visit would give us the opportunity to make public our continuing concern over the killings. Are we putting forth a scheduling proposal? Can I help you with it?

Don
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